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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript has been improved. But nevertheless it needs further correcture:

Although I would prefer another and clearer organization of the text and the chapter about vaginal dysbiosis is not shortened (as described in my first review) I accept the opinion of the authors.

35: The added last sentence of the abstract should be canceled. Instead of methodology should be described in a separate short chapter.

Table 1: The exact source should be written and not such common words as medicinal or ornamental plant (this maybe in an additional column)
121: tuberosum
153: from
184-185: check the sentence
188: what means „to identify the risk…”? Explain or cancel the sentence.
258: Does it belong to essential oils?
289: give the exact source of manuka honey (from which trees collect the bees the honey?)
341: which extract was so active?
381: three studies
416: cancel -protection of…
470: cancel Plant-derived
534-537: check the sentence
714: the named alkaloids induce adverse effects not only in some cells but also in vivo.
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